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LEINTERNATIONAL
NETWORK
UPDATE
A Summer of Sport
We have had the football (soccer) Euros competition
and the Tokyo Olympics – is this a glimpse of normal
returning? Sport does have a way of bringing
communities and businesses together. Listening to
our members, there definitely seems to be more
optimism for the remainder of 2021.
We are delighted to welcome another new member
firm Domenig & Partner Attorneys-at-law, a renowned
specialist for ICT and Data Protection law, based in
Bern. We look forward to sharing their LEI journey.
Keep up the good work everyone and enjoy the
summer!
Pablo
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FOLLOW LEI

GOT SOME NEWS?

Follow LEInternational on

We would like to share your

Linked In, Twitter and
Facebook.
We provide regular updates

stories with all the members.
If you have an idea for an

on member news, business

article or would like to submit

news from around the world

some content for the next

and a weekly spotlight
introducing you to a member

update please contact:

firm.

bdmanager@lei-network.com.

Recruitment of new members
We are actively seeking to recruit new members and are targeting certain
jurisdictions which include:
Athens
Berlin
Budapest (we have 2 potential candidates)
Copenhagen
Frankfurt, Munich, or Dusseldorf.
Kiev
Luxembourg
Madrid
Paris
Rome
Ankara or Istanbul
(the above list is not exclusive).
If you have contacts in these countries then please get in contact with any of
the board members.

Have you joined the Whats App Group
If you would like to be added to the LEI Whats App group please email your
mobile number to Claire - bdmanager@lei-network.com.
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HAVE YOU
RECENTLY
REFERRED
WORK TO
ANOTHER
MEMBER?

Just a reminder to all members that if you have referred work to another
member please complete the online tracking form.
https://lei-network.com/ma-apps/referrals/login. If you are unsure of
your login details please contact Pablo.
Referral between members is one of the main reasons why we have all
joined LEI and demonstrates the return on our investment! If you don't
register the referral we can't share with the group. If we don’t share with
the group we won’t appreciate all the benefits of the organisation.

AGM - June 2021
2020 despite all the Covid restrictions has been a good year for the network with Tim and
Pablo highlighting the areas that have improved and the goals for year ahead.
Tim Ashdown, Barry Resnick, Robert Jan Stoop, and Håkon Mathiesen at the 2018 AGM were
all elected to the board for a three year term expiring this year. Tim Ashdown was also elected
as Chairman. All members of our Board of Directors with the exception of Robert Jan Stoop
had expressed their willingness to stay on the board. This was approved by all. The board
would like to thank Robert Jan Stoop for his contribution to the Board and LEI during his term
of office.
The board is delighted to welcome Josep Maria Llull (Aquit Legal, Barcelona)

E:Josepmariallull@aquitlegal.com

LEI BOARD

Pablo Bonfill
Chief Executive Officer

Tim Ashdown
Chairman

Barry Resnick
Director

Håkon Mathiesen
Director
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Client Service
Do you hold Business Review Meetings?
One of the key tenets of business development is active client maintenance and development. Business
Review Meetings should be an essential part of your ongoing communication and dialogue with your
key clients and referral sources .In this article we outline the objectives of reviews, what they could
consist of, and their suggested frequency as well as provide a suggested agenda.
Business Review meetings should be held between 2 and 4 times per year with your top 5 clients /
referral sources. The review may take the form of an internal meeting with other fee earners that are
also involved with the client/ referral sources to consider the relationship and how this might be
improved. It is not anticipated that the time spent should be charged. This should always be
emphasised to the client, but it is expected that new chargeable work will emerge from the meetings.
The overall purpose of the review is to strengthen the ties with the client / referral sources, to develop
that relationship and win more business for your firm, also you will identify and preempt potential
problems. They also provide an ideal opportunity to demonstrate to the client that you are an integral
part of their team working with them to further their business objectives rather than just another
professional firm advising from the sidelines.
The following agenda bullet points may help in structuring your meetings with your clients/referral
sources:
1.To ensure that your clients are happy with the quality of advice you are providing and method of
delivering services. If there are any concerns expressed by the client, then these concerns can be
dealt with at a stage before they may be considering switching to alternative advisers.
2.To consider ways of making your service more efficient
3.To identify and suggest innovative solutions to improve the client's situation/business
4.To consider whether it is appropriate or necessary from the client's perspective to introduce other
services
5.To ensure that the billing process meets their requirements
6.To highlight forthcoming legislation and how it may impact their business
7.To identify any training needs that you can offer which may be relevant for their managers.
It is of course vitally important that follow up action identified as a result of any review meeting is
undertaken promptly.
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The last webinar, held at the end of July, provided
an in depth presentation around advising your
clients about risk assessment regarding money
laundering and corruption.

Webinars

Our guest speakers Scott B. Schwartz, Executive
Vice President & General Counsel and Stephanie
Franco, Associate General Counsel at Depository
Trust Company of Delaware, gave members an
understanding of what safeguards you can put in
place to mitigate the risk for your firm and clients'
business.
The webinar covered - An overview of Anti-Money Laundering rules and
regulations
- The role of the AML
- An introduction to Customer Indentification
Programme (CIP) and Know Your Client (KYC)
- How you go about reporting suspicious activity
- Training, risk assessment and mitigating your risks

Missed one of the Webinars?
If you have missed this one or our other 2021 webinars these
are now available on the members area of the website or you
can access the webinars using the links below:
Topic: An overview of the money laundering and corruption
landscape
Topic: Are you and your clients cyber secure?

We need your feedback
A survey regarding our webinar programme will shortly be sent
out to all members. The survey will take a few minutes to
complete and encourage all members to provide feedback.
You can access the survey here.
If you have any suggestions for topics and potential guest
speakers please contact Claire bdmanager@lei-network.com
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What’s new on Linked In – Part 2

In the last newsletter we looked at some of the changes that Linked In has implemented over the last 12
months.Here are the final updates of the Linked In platform updates from 2020 you might want to take
advantage of. They are designed to improve your profile, help you engage your network and create an
overall better user experience.
So far we have covered:
1. Expanded Profile Headline
2. Featured Section
3. Open to Hiring
4. Add Pronunciation of Your Name To Your Profile
In this update we look at:
5. Polls & Events
Engagement of your network is paramount to gaining visibility and positioning your authority in your
network. Linked In added these two features to help you do just that.
Creating a poll to learn more about your audience or industry can provide some great intel. You can set the
number of days you want your poll to run and collect the data from which can offer unique insight into your
network. With the vast number of online events that were held in 2020, using the events feature to gain
visibility for the event was a great plan. You have the flexibility of making your event public or private where
you would send individual invitations to your network.
6. New Post Reactions
In addition to the like or ‘thumbs up’ symbol Linked In offers a symbol for celebrate, support, love, insightful
and curious. Hover over the Like and all the reaction symbols pop-up.
Please remember comments do hold more weight than any reaction, but to really make an impact for the
post you could do both.
7. Schedule a Video Meeting in a Message
2020 brought about the universal use of video meetings. Now you have the ability to schedule a video
meeting inside the messenger feature. Look for the camera icon at the bottom of the message box
Select a provider you want to use i.e. Zoom. Create either an instant meeting link or schedule a future
meeting. Then your connection has the meeting link inside the message box.
8. Stories Launched in 2020
Linked In has followed the footsteps of other platforms with the popularity of sharing stories. Their twist to
this popular social media post is to “share what’s happening in your professional life.”
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What’s new on Linked In – Part 2
9. Publish a Newsletter
Linked In describes their newsletter (formerly series) as a set of regularly published articles on Linked In,
typically about a specific topic. You can subscribe to a newsletter to receive push, in-app and email
notifications whenever the author publishes a new article in the newsletter.
As of late 2020, Linked In remains in the process of slowly rolling out the ability to create newsletters to
members globally, all Linked In members can discover, read, and share Linked In newsletters. To see if you
have access to create a newsletter, click Write an article at the top of the homepage. This takes you to the
publishing tool. If you have access, you’ll see the Create a newsletter option here.
A Linked In member can Follow OR Subscribe to your newsletter.
Follow – If a member follows a person or company, they’ll receive some notifications about that person or
company’s content but they won’t automatically be subscribed to that author’s newsletter.
Subscribe – If a member subscribes to a newsletter, they’ll always be notified about each article that is
published in that newsletter but they won’t necessarily be a follower of the newsletter author’s other content.
To view which newsletters you have subscribed to, simply;
Click the My Network icon at the top of your homepage.
Under Manage my network in the left rail, click on Newsletters.
You can view and manage the list of newsletters you’re subscribed to from here.
If you have any queries regarding Linked In please contact Claire - bdmanager@lei-network.com

Member News
Schmidtmayr | Sorgo | Wanke
Rechtsanwälte OG who have been
included in this year's Informing IP
value Patent 1000. Ranking for the
first time for the firm’s work in
patent litigation and transactions.

DMH Stallard's Corporate team have
completed more than £200m worth of
transactions in 6 months. In a
pandemic.

Domenig & Partner Rechtsanwälte
AG were a guest at the upbeat
podcast of the Handelszeitung.
Listen now

HAVRILLA & Co. s.r.o celebrated
their 15th Anniversary!
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Introducing our new members
Mills Selig is renowned for the specialist advice on offer to
clients and particularly for its ability to adopt a
multidisciplinary approach to meet the demands of clients
faced with complex legal issues.
Led by partners who are all experts in their respective
fields and who are highly ranked in both Chambers and
Partners, and Legal 500 legal directories.
In 2020 Mills Selig was ranked number 1 Experian Legal
Advisor by Deal Value for Northern Ireland.

Domenig & Partner Attorneys-at-law was founded in 2017
The office is located in Bern
The team consists of five lawyers, legal employees,
trainees and assistants
Renowned for ICT and Data Protection law
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